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Airthings wave smart radon detector review

In addition to IFTTT and Amazon Alexa, the option to connect to other smart home devices is limited. Only gadgets in the Airthings ecosystem and these devices simply monitor air quality. The cost of Airthings Wave is $199 and is available to buy on the company's website and Amazon. In conclusion, we found that Airthings Wave is a very good intelligent radon detector. Yes, we
didn't find high-level radon in our test house. But the device receives a small amount, indicating that the product is working. We like how you can read data from the Airthings dashboard and the company's website works well in educating you about radon and the importance of radon and radon detection detection, however, we want to see more smart homes or device integrations
connected to Airthings Wave when our homes are smarter, consumers don't want - and should go to multiple apps to check their devices. Airthings Wave is using Bluetooth and its own SmartLink communications, but we hope the device will be integrated into other home security systems, especially those that monitor carbon monoxide and smoke, as well as smart home hubs
such as Samsung SmartThings or Insteon, which do not have radon detectors or air quality monitors included in their networks. Overall, if you live in an area where radon is located, you might want to consider getting Airthings Wave for $159.99 on Amazon. Pros:• Works with Alexa and IFTTT• • Easy to read and searchable information in the app Read temperature and humidity as
well:•
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